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Abstract
Cumnt management recommendations for grassland birds in North America emphasize providing large patches of grassland habitat within
landscapes that have few forest or shrubland areas. These Bird Conservation Areas are being proposed under the assumption that large
patches of habitat in treeless landscapes will maintain viable populations of grassland birds. This assumption requires that patch size and
landscape features affect density and nesting success of grassland birds, and that these effects are consistent among years and regions and
across focal species. However, these assumptions have not yet been validated for grassland binls, and the relative importance of local
vegetation structure, patch size, and landscape composition on grassland bird populations is not well known. In addition, factors influencing
grasslandbird nesting success have been investigatedmostly in small-scaleand short-durationstudies. To develop management guidelines for
grassland birds, we tested the spatial and temporal repeatability of the influence of patch size and landscape composition on density and
nesting success of 3 grasslandpasserines, after controlling for local-scale vegetation structure, climate, and- when analyzing nest successbird density. We conductedour study during 4 years (1998-2001) in 44 study plots that were set up in 3 regions of the northern tallgrass prairie
in Minnesota and North Dakota, USA. In these study plots we measured density and nesting success of clay-colored sparrows (Spizella
pallida), Savannah sparrows (Passerculus sandwichensis), and bobolinks (Dolichonyx olyzivorus). Statisticalmodels indicatedthat density was
influenced by patch size, landscape, region, and local vegetation structure more so than by local vegetation structure alone. Both magnitude
and direction of the response of density to patch size varied among regions, years, and species. In contrast, the direction of landscape effects
was consistent among regions, years, and between Savannah sparrows and bobolinks. In each species, this landscape effect was independent
of patch size. Nestingsuccess was not cleariy influencedby patch size or landscape composition, and none of the factors that influencedavian
density also influencednesting success in any of the 3 species. Generalstatements on "optimal habitat" for grasslandbirds should therefore be
viewed cautiously. Instead, long-tern studies in different regions as well as a deeper understanding of the local system are needed to
determine which factors are most important for grassland birds in a particular area. (JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 70(1):15&172;
2006)

Key words
Bird density, bobolink, clay-colored sparrow, Dolichonyx oryzivorus, landscape composition, nest success, Passerculus
sandwichensis, patch size, replication, Savannah sparrow, Spizella pallida, variability.

A

recently proposed strategy t o halt or even reverse population
declines in grassland songbirds is based o n the assumption that
large patch size and appropriate landscape composition w i l l result
in reproductive rates sufficient for long-term maintenance o f
grassland bird populations (Henderson and Sample 1995,
Fitzgerald et al. 1998. Specifically, this strategy calls for the
creation o f large core areas o f high-quality habitat (such as native
prairie) that are surrounded by treeless habitat such as Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) fields, farmland, or small crops,
and that are isolated f r o m shrublands and woodlands. A specific
combination o f core and surrounding landscape is referred t o as a
Bird Conservation Area (BCA; Henderson and Sample 1995).
Large, nearby areas o f shrubs and trees are considered t o have a
negative effect o n grassland bird populations because they are
k n o w n t o harbor predators and brood parasites (Gates and Gysel
1978, W ~ n t e et
r al. 2000). A l t h o u g h conceptually the use o f B C A s
in grassland bird management appears appropriate, identifying
sites as potential B C A s may be problematic.

' E-mail: mw267@cornell,edu

Present address: United States Geological Survey, Fisheries,
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T h e B C A s may be l i m i t e d in their applicability because
grassland birds may n o t respond consistently t o variation in
grassland patch size and the composition o f the surrounding
landscape. Spatially and temporally replicated studies o f forestbreeding birds in the midwestern and northeastern U n i t e d States
suggest responses t o patch size and landscape structure are
consistent (e.g.,

Donovan et

Driscoll and Donovan

al.

1995, Robinson et al. 1995,

2004). However, a consistent response o f

grassland birds t o patch size and landscape composition is less
likely because o f interannual and interregional changes in
distributions o f many grassland species

(Igl and Johnson 1999;

al. 2005a,b) and interannual variation in nesting success
et al. 1992, Davis 2003). Such variation is n o t surprising
high climatic variability causes populations o f many

W i n t e r et
(George
because

grassland birds t o fluctuate greatly among regions and years

(Igl

and Johnson 1997). I n addition, birds often respond unpredictably
t o environmental variation because o f lags in response time
(Wiens et al. 1987). Before developing management guidelines for
grassland birds that are based o n specific patch sizes and landscape
c0m~ositi0ns7

this

considered by addressing

in grassland systems needs t o be

4 m a i n questions:
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1. How Consistent Are Effects Among Years, Regions,
4. Do the Same Factors Influence a Species' Density and
and Species?
Its Reproductive Success?
The dangersof short-term and small-scalestudies have long been Previousstudies on grasslandbirds have indicatedthat bird density
voiced (Wiens 1981). Severalstudies on grasslandpasserineshave does not always reflect nesting success (Vickery et al. 1992,
been conductedon a relativelylarge temporalor spatialscale, such Hughes et al. 1999). Management guidelinesbased on bird density
as for more than 3 years (e.g., Walk and Warner 1999, Dieni and alone can therefore be incorrect (Van Home 1983). It is thus
Jones 2003, Bollinger and Gavin 2004) or in more than 1 region essential to consider reproductivesuccess in management guide(e.g., Koford 1999, Johnson and Igl 2001, Ribic and Sample2001, lines. Despite this realization, few studies on the effect of patch
Herkertet al. 2003). Far fewer studies gathereddata on both large size and landscapestructureon grasslandbirds have investigatedif
temporal and spatial scales (e.g., Best et al. 1997, Davis 2003). density is an appropriateindicatorof nesting success(Vickeryet al.
However, we know of only 2 published articles that simulta- 1992, Winter and Faaborg 1999, Davis 2003).
neously quantifiedboth annualand regionalvariationin density of
Depending on the answers to the above 4 questions, BCAs
a grasslandpasserine(Igl and Johnson 1999, Winter et al. 2005b). might not always constitute the most cost-effective solution to
Both of these studies showed considerablespatial and temporal grasslandbird conservation. For example, the requirementfor a
variationin the distributionof Le Conte's sparrows(Ammodramus large core area of high-quality habitat might undervaluesmaller
leconteii).Clearly, apparent "rules" that govern species assemb- grasslandpatches within the landscape matrix (see Management
lages can change dramaticallythrough time (Wiens 2001). Basing Implications below; Davis 2004).
Between 1998 and 2001, we evaluated the BCA concept by
management recommendationson the results of short-term and
small-scalestudies may thereforebe misleading.
investigating effects of patch size and landscape composition on
and nesting success of grassland birds in the northern
2. At Which Habitat
or density
Scale-Local,
Patch,
tallgrass
prairie of North America. The BCA concept implicitly
Grassland
Birds Respond
Most
Landscape-Do
assumesthat local vegetation structureis of high quality, and does
Consistently; That Is, Which Habitat Scale Merits the not take climatic
variables or local bird density into account.
Most Consideration
in Formulating
Management
we assessedwhether patch size and landscapemetrics
Therefore,
Guidelines?
influence density and nesting success after controlling for local
Management guidelines that are developed solely from studies
structure, climate, and-for analyzing nest successvegetation
conducted on one habitat scale might focus on an inappropriate
bird density (Winter et al. 2005). We also askedwhether effects of
spatial scale. However, most published studies on grasslandbirds
patch size and landscapemetricsvariedspatiallyor temporally.We
investigatedthe effect of only 1 habitat scale, either the local scale focused on the 3 most abundant
grassland-nestingpasserines:the
(e.g., Wiens 1969, Best et al. 1997, Scheiman et al. 2003) or the day-colored
Savannah
sparrow,
sparrow, and bobolink. To our
patch scale (e.g., Helzer and Jelinski 1999, Walk and Warner
no
has
single study
previously incorporated large
1999, Winter and Faaborg1999, Davis 2003). Few grasslandbird knowledge,
and temporal scales in the analysisof local factors, patch
studies integratedseveralhabitatscales (e.g., Herkert 1994a, Ribic regional
and landscapeon both density and nesting success of several
and Sample 2001, Bakker et al. 2002, Renfrew and Ribic 2002, size,
of
birds.
Davis 2004). These latter studies cearly showed that factorsat the species grassland
local, patch, or landscape scales can differ in their relative Methods
importanceon grasslandbird density. However, these studies did
Area and Study Design
not integrateboth annual and regionalvariationin their analyses, Study
The study was conducted in 3 regions in the northern tallgrass
and thus did not demonstrate if the observed patterns were
of the United States (Fig. 1) that were about 50 km apart:
consistent among years and regions. We know of only one study prairie
east of Moorhead, Minnesota, in Becker, Mahnomen, Clay,
1)
on grasslandpasserinedensities that integratedinformationfrom
and Wilkin counties (Glyndon; 1998-2001); 2) east of Crookston,
habitat features at several scales and tested for interannual and
in Polk County (Crookston; 1998-2001); and 3) in
Minnesota,
interregional variation: Winter et al. (2005b) showed that southeasternNorth Dakota at the
Sheyenne National Grassland,
variation in Le Conte's sparrow density could be explained by
in Richland and Ransom counties (Sheyenne; 1999-2001).
local vegetation structure and year, but patch size, landscape
Formerlyconnected in glacial times as a vast expanse of tallgrass
structure,and region had no recognizableeffect.
prairiethat evolved under the influence of the rising and falling of
on glacial Lake Agassiz, the prairielandscape is now fragmentedby
to Patch Size Dependent
3. Is the Response
agricultureand urbanization(Chapman et al. 1998). Each of our
Landscape Composition; That Is, Are There Interactive
Effects Between Patch Size and Landscape?
study regions has some unique characteristics,yet each retains the
In forest-breeding birds it has been demonstrated that patch vital characteristicsof the tallgrass prairie ecosystem. Glyndon
effects, such as edge effects, can depend on the surrounding represents the Agassiz Beach Ridges, Crookston represents the
landscape(Donovan et al. 1997, Driscoll and Donovan 2004). In interface between tallgrass prairie and aspen parkland, and
grasslandbirds, the possible presence of such an interaction has Sheyenne represents the sandy delta that supports savannah
not yet been examined in any published research. If a species' habitats. We assumed that if a species' response differed among
response to patch size were affected by landscape composition, such small-scale regions that variation at larger scales was highly
then managementplans for grasslandpatcheswould need to differ likely. Within these regions, we targeted for study tracts of land
that were owned by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,U.S.D.A.
depending on the nature of the surroundinglandscape.
Winter
et al.
at. ?* Effects
Effectsof
of Patch
PatchSize
Size and
and Landscape.
Landscape.
Winter et
[2006]
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Figure 1. Location of study plots within the 3 study regions in southeastern North Dakota and northwestern Minnesota, USA.

Forest Service,Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,and
The Nature Conservancy.Whereas prairie patches in Sheyenne
were managed by rotationalgrazing, prairiepatches in the other
two regions were managedby prescribedburning.
In each region we established 11-18 study plots in which we
determineddensity and nesting success of grassland-nestingbirds
(Appendix 1). We selected study plots based on the following
criteria: 1) they were native prairie;2) cover by shrubs (mostly
western snowberry[Symphoricarpos
occidentalis]and meadowsweet
[Spiraeaalba]) and trees (mostly quakingaspen Populustremuloides
and willow Salix spp.) within the studyplots was as low as possible
(x= 2.43 ? 0.33%); and 3) they were located within a prairie
patch that represented an extreme in size and landscape
composition. These extremes were dictated by the size and
location of prairie patches availablein the region, and included
small patches (<65 ha) within a treelesslandscape(<10% shrubs
and trees in the landscape), small patches within a wooded
landscape(>10% shrubsand trees in the landscape),largepatches
(>100 ha) within a treeless landscape,and large patches within a
wooded landscape.We included everyprairiethat fit our selection
160
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criteria and that was logistically feasible to study. Because of a
shortage of prairies that fit our criteria, we included a few
grasslandareasthat were nonnative reseededgrassland(Appendix
1). Such grasslandswere not used for gathering information on
nesting success.Thus, all selected study plots were within nativeor
restored prairie of similar vegetation structureand composition.
Depending on the size of the prairiepatch, the size of the study
plots varied between 1.5 and 20 ha (x= 10.6 ha; Appendix 1).
Study plots were located as far from a woody edge as possible to
minimize the influence of edge avoidanceby birds (Fletcher and
Koford2003, Bollingerand Gavin 2004) and to minimize potential
influence of increasednest predationclose to edges (Winter et al.
2000). Studyplots were markedwith flags or wooden laths at 50-m
intervalsalong transectsthat were 100 m apart.The cornersof each
study plot were marked with rebar, and their locations were
recordedwith a GeographicalPositioning System unit.
Study Species
We focused on the 3 grassland bird species that were most
common in our study plots: Clay-colored sparrow, Savannah
sparrow,and bobolink. Clay-colored sparrowsinhabit shrubbyor
The Journalof WildlifeManagernent* 70(1)
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densely vegetated grasslands, and are largely confined to the
northern Great Plains (Knapton 1994). Savannahsparrowsoccur
in relatively treeless grasslands throughout most of northern
North America (Wheelwright and Rising 1993), and bobolinks
inhabit treeless grasslandsin the central and northeasternregion
of the United States and in southern Canada (Martin and Gavin
1995). Clay-colored sparrowsprefer to place their nests within
shrubs,whereasSavannahsparrowsand bobolinksplace their nests
on or close to the ground within grasses or dead plant material
(Winter et al. 2004). Of the species investigated,bobolink is the
only species that has consistently been classified as area sensitive
(Bollinger and Gavin 1992, Herkert 1994b), but this area
sensitivity might be density dependent (Renfrew and Ribic
2002). Each of the 3 species has declined in abundance across
most of North America during 1966-2003 (Sauer et al. 2004). A
deeper understanding of the factors that influence population
change in these species is necessary to develop more effective
managementguidelines to decreaseor even reversethese declines.

wetlands that were at least 20 m wide and extended acrossat least
75% of any particularstudy patch were considered barriersand
such dissected patches were considered2 separatepatches; and 4)
patches borderingeach other only at 1 corner or up to 10% were
considered2 separatepatches.
We imported digital orthophoto quads (DOQs) into Map and
Image Processing System, versions 6.6 and 6.7 (Microimages,
Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska;http://www.microimages.com)to determine the size of the patch in which each study plot was embedded.
The DOQs for the Minnesota and North Dakota sites were
obtained in 1991 and 1997, respectively.These images also were
used to delineate the amount of shrubs and trees within study
plots and within 200-m and 1-km buffer zones. Buffer zones
included the area of the study plot. The percentageof shrubs and
trees within a 200-m buffer zone was highly correlatedwith the
percentage of shrubs and trees within a 1-km buffer zone (r =
0.78, P < 0.001, n = 44 study plots). We assumed that the
percentage of shrubs and trees in the immediate vicinity of the
study plots had a larger impact on the distribution of nest
Data Collection
predators and brown-headed cowbirds within the study plots.
We conducted bird surveys between 0500 and 1000 daylight Therefore,we used only the percentageof shrubsand trees within
savingstime by slowlywalkingthe studyplot transects.During each a 200-m buffer zone in all analysesand refer to it as the "tree and
census,we markedon field maps the location and flight paths of all shrub component in the landscape"(Appendix 1).
birdsheardor seen to minimize the probabilityof double counting.
Censuseswere conductedtwice each yearbetween the end of May Data Analysis
and earlyJulyby M. W. (1998 and 2000), and byJ. A. S. (1999 and Because study sites were nested within each region, and the study
2001). We did not censusduringstrongwind (>35 km/hour),rain, was conducted during a 4-year period, we used a repeatedanalysis
or low visibility.The maximumcount of a specieson a plot was used with nested design to investigateboth density and nesting success.
Models included both fixed effects (vegetation variables, patch
to determineits density (numberof males/100 ha).
and random effects (year and
Nesting successof birdswas assessedon 29 of the 44 study plots size, and landscape variables)
we
used PROC MIXED in SAS
To
data,
analyzedensity
(Appendix1) by monitoringeggs and young until a nest was found region).
We
used GLIMMIX, a SAS
Littell
et
al.
1999,
1996).
(SAS
empty or inactive.Observerslocated nests by looking for nests after
models (Wolfinger and
linear
mixed
for
macro
generalized
flushingbirds or observingbirdbehaviorindicativeof nesting birds
to
data
on
O'Connell
1993),
nesting success. Daily
north
analyze
(Winter et al. 2003). Nests were markedwith a flag 5 m to the
of
success/failure
(i.e.,
Mayfield estimates)
4
their
nesting
probabilities
of the nest and were revisited every 3 to days to ascertain
models
were
calculated
(Shaffer 2004).
using
logistic-exposure
status and incidence of brood parasitism.A nest was considered
failure and
of
nest
dates
allows
for
unknown
This
method
successfulif it fledged at least 1 young of the parentalspecies.
For
we split
this
covariates.
accommodates
analysis
nest-specific
Vegetation characteristicsof each study plot and at each nest
the
and
after
intervals
into
2
the
data
(before
penultimate
nesting
were evaluatedto determine the associationsbetween density of
each species and habitat characteristics, and the associations check date), such that the number of observations used in the
between reproductive success and microhabitat features (for a analysis was greater than the number of nests (the number of
detailed description see Winter et al. 2005a). We visually observations should not be confused with the number of nest
estimated the distance of each nest to the nearest shrub (<2 m checks). We used Akaike's Information Criterion adjusted for
small sample sizes (AICc; Burnham and Anderson 2002) for
high) or tree (>2 m high). The distance of a nest to shrubswas
<
correlatedto the distance of a nest to trees (r= 0.25, P 0.001, n model selection for analysesof both density and nesting success.
In a previous article (Winter et al. 2005c), we evaluated the
= 1,754 nests). We assumedthat trees have a greaterinfluence on
of local vegetation structure(percent cover by different
influence
nest
nesting success because they provide taller perches for avian
forms, litter depth, vegetation height, and visual
vegetative
predators and brown-headed cowbirds. We therefore used only
obstruction)and climate on density and nest success. In addition,
the distance of a nest to trees in all analyses.
we investigated the influence of a species' density on its nesting
Measurements
success.We used an information-theoreticapproach(Burnhamand
Patch Size and Landscape
of
a
size
Anderson
the
to
delineate
criteria
We used the following
2002) to determine the most parsimoniousmodel. We
prairie
that certain vegetation and climatic variables
were
demonstrated
CRP
fields
and
meadows
for
statistical
analyses:1) hay
patch
not part of the prairiepatch but were consideredpart of a treeless influenced bird density, and that some vegetation and climatic
landscape;2) 4-lane and 2-lane roads with disturbed roadsides variables,aswell as birddensity,influencednestingsuccess(Table 1).
Because the BCA concept does not explicitly incorporate
were considered barriers, whereas internal or two-lane roads
without a disturbedroadsidewere not consideredbarriersand did vegetation and cimatic variablesor bird density, it is important
not delineate the edge of a patch; 3) wooded strips or open-water to control for these factors to test adequatelythe BCA concept.
Winteret
et al.
al. * Effects
Effectsof
of Patch
PatchSize
Size and
and Landscape.
Landscape.
Winter
[2006]
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Table 1. Base models showingthe effect of vegetationstructurewithinthe
study ploton birddensityand nest success of 3 species of grasslandbirdsin
the northerntallgrassprairie,USA,1998-2001 (Winter
et al., 2005a).The base
models were subsequentlyused to examinewhetherdistanceto trees, patch
size, and the percentage of shrubs and trees withina 200-m bufferzone
improvethe fitof models.

distance to the nearest tree, 2) patch size, 3) the shrub and tree
component in the landscape,and 4) the interactionbetween patch
size and landscapemetrics.We added the distance to the nearest
tree to the analysis of nest success because previous studies have
indicatedthat proximityof a nest to woody vegetationcan increase
its likelihood of being depredated(Winter et al. 2000). This stepVariables included
Response variable
Species
by-step analyticprocedurewas selected because 1) it controls for
Density
Clay-coloredsparrow Year,Region,Woodycover
factorsother than patch size and landscapemetrics that might be
(Vegetationheight)2
Savannahsparrow
influencing bird density or nest success; 2) it minimizes the
Region
number of models examined; and 3) it follows a hierarchical
(Utterdepth)2
Bobolink
Region x Vegetationheight
pattern,
ending with the broadestencompassingscalesthat test for
Nest success
Nest cover x Date
Clay-coloredsparrow
interactions
between patch size and landscapemetrics.
Clay-coloredsparrowdensity
Our model selection "rules"were as follows. At each step, we
Savannahsparrow Savannahsparrowdensity
Bobolink
Bobolinkdensity x Palmer
compared the appropriatebase model with several additional
DroughtIndex
models that includedthe variableof interest.For example,in step 1
for the density analyses,we compared5 models: 1) the base model
alone, 2) the base model plus patch size effects, 3) the base model
pluspatchsize x year,4) the basemodelpluspatchsize X region,and
Therefore, we used the best models (hereafter,base models) from 5) the base model plus patch size x yearandpatch size x region.We
Winter et al. (2005a) as a starting point for the BCA then rankedthe models
accordingto their AAICc valuesand used
investigations (Table 1). To these best models we added the the model with the lowest AICc value as the Base 1 model. Where
variablesof interest in 3 separate steps: In step 1 we evaluated therewas supportfor morethan 1 model (AAICc < 4), we used the
models that included both base variables and patch size and most inclusivemodel as the base model for the following step. The
determined the model that was best supportedby the data. We most inclusive model was that model that included the largest
called this best-fitting model the Base 1 model (Table 2). In step numberof variables.In step 2, we comparedthe Base 1 model from
2, we added the tree and shrub component in the landscapeto the step 1 with 4 additional models that included landscapemetrics,
Base 1 model. To the best-supportedmodel in step 2 (Base 2), we landscapeX year or landscapeX region, and landscapex yearplus
then-in the third step-added terms that specificallytested the landscapeX region. The selected model from step 2 (Base 2) was
interaction between patch size and landscape variables (i.e., the then used as a base model for step 3, which addedthe patch size x
BCA concept). The best-fitting model from this third step was landscapeinteraction.The best model from step 3 was considered
considered our final model. For the nest success analysis, we ourfinalmodel for the densityanalyses.If both modelswithin step3
sequentiallyadded the following variablesto the base models: 1) had AAICc value <4, we included them in a model-averaging
Table 2. Finalmodelfor birddensitywas determinedby sequentiallyaddingvariablesto the base model (fromTable 1) for each of 3 grassland-nestingbird
species. Inthe firststep, patch size (Sz)was added to the base model(B)as a singleor interactivetermwithregion(R)and year (Y).The best fittingor most
inclusivemodelwithAAICc< 4 (boldprint)was chosen as the new base model(B1).Inthe second step the shruband tree componentwithina 200-m buffer
zone (L)was addedto B1 as singleor interactive
termswithregionandyear.The best fittingor most inclusivemodelfromthisstep (bold)was chosen as the new
base model (B2)for the finalstep, in whichthe interactivetermbetween Sz and L was added. Datawere collectedin study plots situatedin 3 regionsof the
northerntallgrassprairie,USA,1998-2001 (n= 160 plot-years).Allparameterswere estimable,and allmodelsincluded2 randomeffects (yearand plot[region]).
The numberof estimableparametersK is thereforethe numberof variablesin the modelplus 2.
Clay-colored sparrow
Model variables

AAICCa

1. Patch size added
B
4.24
B + Sz
6.52
B + Sz x R
3.44
B + Sz x Y
2.33
B + Sz x Y + Sz x R
0.00
2. Landscapeadded
21.72
B1
18.45
B1 + L
16.68
B1 + L x R
17.83
B1 + L x Y
0.00
B1 L x Y + L x R
3. Patch size x Landscapeadded:finalmodel
0.00
B2
B2 + Sz x L
2.56
a

Bobolink

Savannah sparrow

Wtb

AAICc

Wt

AAICc

Wt

0.07
0.02
0.11
0.19
0.61

5.08
6.70
0.00
13.15
4.08

0.06
0.03
0.80
0.00
0.10

0.00
2.18
2.35
5.84
3.96

0.54
0.18
0.17
0.03
0.08

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

13.13
0.00
0.23
5.45
10.24

0.00
0.51
0.45
0.03
0.00

10.86
10.94
7.27
11.40
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.96

0.78
0.22

0.00
2.31

0.76
0.24

0.00
1.70

0.70
0.30

AAICcis the differencebetween a model and the best-fittingmodel, adjustedfor small sample sizes.
importanceof 1 model relativeto the other models.

b Akaikeweights indicatethe
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Figure 2 Estimated values of density (+ SE) in relationto patch size (log scale) for 3 grassland-nesting passerines. We derived the predicted values at arbitrary
patch size intervals from a model including patch size, year, and the patch size x year interaction. Interactiveeffects indicate that patch size effects were not
consistent among years (left column) and regions (rightcolumn). Patches of tallgrass prairiewere located in northwestem Minnesota (Crookston and Glyndon;

1998-2001) and southeastemNorthDakota(Sheyenne;1999-2001), USA.

analysisto derive estimates and 90% confidenceintervalsfor each
variablein the model (Andersonet al. 2000). To displayinteractive
effects,we plotted estimatedvaluesandtheirstandarderrors(Figs. 2
and 3).
The unbalanceddesign of our study (Sheyenne region was not
?
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addeduntil the secondyearof the study) poses a potential problem:
If patternsat Sheyenneconsistentlydifferfrom those in the other 2
regions, then any interannualvariation might be caused by the
absence of Sheyenne in 1998. We approached this problem
graphically,separatelyfor each species:by plotting density against
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Figure 3. Estimated values of density (+ SE) of 3 grassland-nesting passerines in relationto the percentage of shrubs and trees within 200 m. We derived the
predicted values and SE at arbitrarylandscape intervalsfrom a model including landscape, year, and the landscape x year interaction. Interactiveeffects indicate
that the magnitude of the effect of the shrub and tree component in the landscape was not consistent among years (left column) and regions (rightcolumn).
Patches of tallgrass prairiewere located in northwestern Minnesota (Crookston and Glyndon; 1998-2001) and southeastem North Dakota (Sheyenne; 1999-

2001), USA.

patch size separatelyfor each region and year, we could show that
patterns varied both among regions and among years within
regions, indicating that annual variationwas not only caused by

Patch Size Effects on Density

regional variation in density (M. Winter et al., State University of
New York, unpublished data).

For 2 of the 3 species, models that included patch size were better
supported by the data than models that included base variables only
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(Table 2, step 1). Patch size effects on bird density varied among
years and regions, although the confidence limits mostly included
zero (Appendix2) such that we cannot be certainof the direction
and magnitudeof the response.The best-fitting and most inclusive
model for day-colored sparrowshad almost 9 times more support
than the base model alone (based on AIC weights; Table 2). The
magnitude and the direction of the response to patch size varied
among years and regions (Appendix 2; Fig. 2) because the model
included both patch size X year and patch size X region
interactions.The only model predictingSavannahsparrowdensity
that was stronglysupportedby the data (AAICc < 4) had 13 times
more support than the base model alone (Table 2). This model
indicatedthat patch size effectsvariedamong regions (Appendix2;
Fig. 2), with densitiesincreasingas patch size increasedin 2 of the 3
regions. For bobolinks, the base model was the most parsimonious
model (AAICc = 0). However, the most inclusive model also was
supported(AAICc = 3.96), indicatingthat patch size effectsvaried
somewhat among years and regions (Appendix 2; Fig. 2).
Regional differences in the response to patch size might have
been causedpartlyby the differencein size distributionof grassland
patches among regions. In Crookston, mean patch size tended to
be smaller than in the other 2 regions (Tukey-Kramermultiple
comparisontest: -= 122.3 ? 41.1 ha in Crookstonversus = 291.2
? 108.0 ha in Glyndon, and = 261.4 ? 87.6 ha in Sheyenne,P=
0.15, n = 44 plots). In addition, the range in patch sizes was much
lower in Crookston (range = 492 ha) than in Glyndon (range =
1,242 ha) and Sheyenne (range= 824 ha). In small prairiepatches,
bird abundanceor density might be more strongly influenced by
area sensitivityand by edge-avoidancebehavior.Therefore, patch
size effects might be more likely to be manifested in an arrayof
relatively small prairies, as occurred in the Crookston region.
However, patch size did not have a generally stronger effect at
Crookston than in the other 2 regions (Fig. 2).
Landscape Effects on Density
Adding the shrub and tree component at a landscapescale to the
base + size model (Table 2, step 2) resultedin the best model for
each species. For each species, the most inclusivemodel contained
interaction terms, indicating that effects of the shrub and tree
component in the landscape varied among years and regions.
These effects were more dearly estimated than those of patch size
because in many cases confidence intervals did not indude zero
(Appendix 2).
We expected a stronger response in density to landscape
composition in the region with the largest percentage and with
the widest range of shrubs and trees within a 200-m buffer.
Sheyenne tended to have a higher averagepercentage of shrubs
and trees than the Crookston or Glyndon regions (Tukey-Kramer
test: x= 20.5 ? 6.2% in Sheyenne versus x= 11.9 ? 1.7% in
Crookston and x= 10.8 + 3.1 in Glyndon; P= 0.09, n = 44 plots).
In addition, the range of shrubs and trees in the landscapewas
greater at Sheyenne than in the other 2 regions (55.9% versus
34.5% in Crookston and 49.2% in Glyndon). However, the
response to shrubs and trees was either similar among regions or
weakest at Sheyenne (Fig. 3).
In clay-colored sparrows, the most inclusive model was well
supportedby the data (Table 2, step 2). In each year and region,
density of clay-coloredsparrowsincreasedwith the shrub and tree
Winter
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component in the landscape;this increase varied slightly among
yearsand regions (Fig. 3). The most indusive model for Savannah
sparrowdensity that had a AAICc < 4 included the interactive
effect between the shruband tree component in the landscapeand
region (Table 2, step 2). Densities of Savannahsparrowsdecreased
with an increasing shrub and tree component in the landscape
(Fig. 3); the magnitude of this decrease varied slightly among
regions (Appendix 2). The most indusive model (Table 2, step 2)
for bobolink density incorporatedboth landscape x region and
landscapex year interactions.That model (with Akaike weight =
0.96) had more than 30 times the support than the next best
model, which did not indude the landscape X year interaction.
Bobolink density decreasedin each region and in each year with
increasing percentage of shrubs and trees in the landscape
(Appendix 2). However, the magnitude of this decrease differed
among years and regions (Fig. 3).
The base + size + landscape models were not improved by
adding the patch size X landscapeinteraction(Table 2, step 3) for
any species, and the estimated effect derivedfrom model averaging
was dose to zero (Appendix 2). Thus, we did not find compelling
evidence that the effect of patch size on density varied depending
upon the shrub and tree component in the landscape.
Patch Size and Landscape Effects on Nesting Success
We expected nesting success to be higher in large prairiepatches
and in patches that were surroundedby treeless landscapes. In
reality, nesting success was not consistently higher in large or
treelessprairiepatches (Table 3). The addition of certainvariables
to the base model resultedin at least 1 model that had AAICc < 4
in most steps (Table 4). However, comparedwith the final model,
the base model had 17 times the support(Akaike weight = 0.945)
for clay-colored sparrows, 9 times the support for Savannah
sparrows(Akaike weight = 0.915), and 13 times the support for
bobolinks (Akaike weight = 0.930). As a result, model-averaged
parameter estimates for the final model indicated that neither
distance to the nearest tree, patch size, nor the shrub and tree
component in the landscapehad any strong or consistent effect on
nesting success (Appendix 3). One might argue that the indusion
of bird density in the base model canceled out the effect of patch
size on nesting successbecausebird densitywas somewhat affected
by patch size (Table 3). However, patch size did not influence
nesting successof any of the 3 species, even when we excludedbird
density from the analyses(P > 0.30 for patch size in each species).
We did not find strong evidence that the effect of patch size
varied depending upon the shrub and tree component in the
landscape.Models that incuded interactiveeffects between patch
size and the shrub and tree component in the landscape had
relativelystrong supportcomparedwith the final model (Table 4,
step 4). However, the estimated effect derived from model
averagingwas close to zero (Appendix 3).
In summary,we did not find any factor that influenced both
density and nesting success in any of the 3 species. However,
severalfactors affected density of each of the 3 species:patch size,
percentageof shrubs and trees in the landscape,and region were
included in density models of each species, even though the
directionor magnitudeof the effect variedamong species. None of
the investigated factors influenced nesting success of any species.
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Table 3. Mayfieldnest success ratesa and (in parentheses) number of nests in small (<65 ha) and large (>100 ha) grassland patches that are surrounded by
wooded (>10% cover by shrubs and trees in a 200-m buffer)and treeless (<10% cover) landscape. Nesting data are summed over 4 years (1998-2001) and 3

tallgrassprairieregionsin northwesternMinnesotaand southeasternNorthDakota,USA.
Patch size
Species
Clay-coloredsparrow
Savannahsparrow
Bobolink

Landscape

Region

Small

Large

Wooded

Treeless

Crookston
Glyndon
Sheyenne
Crookston
Glyndon
Sheyenne
Crookston
Glyndon
Sheyenne

0.24 (130)
0.22 (95)
0.24 (161)
0.37 (200)
0.34 (30)
0.04 (12)
0.37 (60)
0.16 (32)
0.11 (26)

0.35 (141)
0.28 (255)
0.11 (10)
0.30 (301)
0.23 (61)
0.22 (78)
0.14 (90)
0.32 (62)
0.14 (41)

0.31 (162)
0.22 (188)
0.23 (168)
0.39 (131)
0.31 (19)
0.11(19)
0.41 (38)
0.12 (20)
0.07 (41)

0.28 (109)
0.32 (162)
0.13 (3)
0.31 (370)
0.25 (72)
0.21 (71)
0.17 (112)
0.29 (74)
0.29 (26)

a Rates give the probabilitythat a nest survives incubationand nestlingperiods, assuming 20 days for clay-coloredsparrows,21.5 days for Savannah
sparrows, and 24 days for bobolinks.

Discussion
Response of Bird Density to Patch Size
The response of bird density to patch size was not consistent
among years, regions, or species in our tallgrass study system.
Similarly,in the northern mixed-grassprairiethe effect of patch
size on the abundanceof some grasslandpasserinesvaried among
regions (Johnson and Igl 2001), years (Igl and Johnson 1999,
Davis 2003), and bird species (Davis 2003). Although we cannot

identify the causes of this variation,we know that it was probably
not due to regional differencesin either patch size or in the shrub
and tree component in the landscape.We believe this becausethe
observedvariabilityin bird density was mainly causedby variation
among prairies within regions and by annual variation within
prairies,and not by variationamong years and regions (Winter et
al. 2005a).
Patch size had a relativelyminor effect on bird density, possibly
because mean patch size was relatively large (X = 226.1 ha,

Table 4. The final model for nesting success was determined by sequentially adding variables to the nullmodel. Variables include: 1) the base model (B, Table 1);
2) the distance of a nest to a tree (Tree), and its interactions with region (R) and year (Y);3) Patch size (Sz) and its interaction with region and year; and 4) the

withregionandyear.Ateach step we keptthe best-fittingor most inclusivemodel
percentageof shrubsandtrees withina 200-m bufferzone (L),and interactions
withAAICc< 4 (italicprint)as base modelforthe followingstep. Datawere collectedfor3 grassland-nesting
passerinesinstudyplotssituatedin3 regionsof the
northerntallgrassprairie,USA, 1998-2001. Allparameterswere estimable,and all models included2 randomeffects (yearand plot[region]).
The numberof
estimableparametersK is thereforethe numberof variablesin the modelplus 2.
Clay-colored sparrow

(obs = 1000, n = 696)a

Effect
1. Distanceadded
Base
B + Tree
B + Tree x R
B + Tree x Y
B + Tree x R + Tree x Y
2. Patch size added
B1
B1 + Sz
B1 +Sz x R
B1 + Szx Y
B1 + Sz x R + Sz x Y
3. Landscapeadded
B2
B2 +L

Savannah sparrow

(obs = 757, n = 576)

AAlCcb

Wtc

AAICc

Wt

0.00
3.83
10.42
11.86
14.37

0.86
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
4.69
13.77
17.15
22.81

0.91
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.81
0.17
0.02
0.00
0.00

0.00
2.26
8.68
11.10
14.96

0.75

0.00

0.24

3.19

0.01
0.00
0.00

7.49
12.49
13.32

0.00

0.57

0.70

0.41

0.00
3.22
11.10
15.37

0.83
0.17

B2 + L x R
7.41
B2 + L x Y
9.70
B2+ L x R + L x Y
13.58
4. Patch size x Landscapeinteractionadded:finalmodel

0.01
0.00
0.00

18.43

0.00
0.00
0.00

B3
B3 + Sz x L

0.88
0.12

0.00
2.04

0.73
0.27

0.00
3.93

Bobolink
(obs = 360, n = 262)

AAICC

Wt

0.00

0.47
0.37
0.15
0.00
0.00

0.51

2.26
9.11
11.63
0.00
3.43

7.77
17.37
24.20

0.81
0.15
0.02
0.00
0.00

0.00
2.11
10.35
Xd

0.74
0.26
0.00

0.00
1.98

0.73
0.27

a The numberof nests differsfromthe numberof observations,because
nesting data are split into 2 intervals(Shaffer2004).
b
AAICcis the differencebetween the best fittingmodel and model i, adjustedfor small sample sizes.
c Akaikeweights indicatethe importanceof 1 model relativeto the other models.
d Attemptsto fit models with year interactionsdid not converge.
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standard deviation [SD] = 341.7; range = 2.4-1,245.6 ha;
Appendix 1) compared with other studies documenting patch
size effects on grasslandbirds (e.g., Winter and Faaborg 1999,
Balent and Norment 2003; but see Ribic and Sample 2001). One
could argue that our prairiepatches might have been larger than
the minimum size requirementsof our study species. However, a
second analysisusing only prairiepatches <65 ha (=- 21.0 ha, SD
= 16.5; range= 2.4-61.3 ha, n = 24 study plots) gave very similar
results (M. Winter et al., State University of New York,
unpublisheddata). The minor effect of patch size on bird density
was therefore not due to the relatively large sizes of our study
plots. Instead, the relativelylow mean percentage of shrubs and
trees in the landscapesurroundingprairiepatches (x= 12.4%, SD
= 10.9% range= 1-46%) probablycausedthose patches not to be
deemed small by our focal bird species (see also Davis 2004).
Response of Bird Density to Landscape Features
Whereas the magnitude of the species' response to landscape
varied among regions and years, the direction of the response
largely stayed the same:with increasingpercentageof shrubsand
trees in the landscape, clay-colored sparrow density increased,
whereas densities of Savannahsparrowsand bobolinks decreased.
This pattern is consistent with previousfindings that day-colored
sparrows prefer shrubby habitats (Knapton 1994), whereas
Savannah sparrows and bobolinks do not (Wheelwright and
Rising 1993, Martin and Gavin 1995). Several previous studies
have indicatedthat landscapeinfluencedgrasslandbird abundance
or density (e.g., Best et al. 2001, Coppedge et al. 2001, Ribic and
Sample 2001, Fletcher and Koford 2002), whereas other studies
did not find such an effect (Bajema and Lima 2001, Horn et al.
2002), or found that patch size had a greater effect than did
landscapefeatures (O'Connor et al. 1999).
The landscapeeffect in our study included only the effect of the
percentageof shrubs and trees because of a lack of more detailed
informationon landscapecover. Behavioralobservationsindicated
that bobolinks and Savannahsparrowsoften feed in croplands(M.
Winter, State University of New York, personal observation).A
limited amount of cropland in the surroundinglandscape of a
prairiepatch might thus have a positive effect on this species.The
use of surroundingareasfor foraging could then partlyexplainthe
absenceof consistent areaeffects in our study area(Estades2001).
A Matter of Design
Landscapecomposition influencedthe densities of all focal species
more clearlythan did patch size and had a greatereffect on density
than did vegetation features(Table 2). In contrastto these results,
Bakkeret al. (2002) reportedfrom a studyin easternSouth Dakota
that densities of clay-colored sparrows,Savannah sparrows,and
bobolinks were not related to landscape variables but were
influenced mainly by vegetation features. Such differencesin the
responseof the same speciesto similarvariablesin the same general
habitat are striking.We doubt that regional differencesin habitat
and landscape structure, and in bird populations, are the only
causes for this discrepancy.The disparitymay also be due to the
different criteriafor selecting study plots. We selected study plots
to be as similar in vegetation structureas possible to minimize
differences among plots based on vegetation structure and to
maximizevariationin patch size and landscapecomposition. It is
Winter
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therefore not surprising that in our study vegetation structure
explainedrelativelylittle of the variationin grasslandbird density.
Bakker et al. (2002), on the other hand, randomly selected their
study sites. Vegetation structurethereforeprobablydiffered more
dramaticallyamong their sites than in our study.
Do Patch Size and Landscape Effects Interact?
In our study, landscape effects did not differ between small and
large prairie patches. To our knowledge, such interactive effects
have also not been shown in any other study on grassland-nesting
birds.
Response of Nesting Success
Based on model-averaged parameter estimates, nesting success
was not consistently affected by patch size or landscape
composition. This result was completely unexpected. Based on
previous studies of grassland-breedingpasserines (Johnson and
Temple 1990, Davis and Sealy 2000, Winter and Faaborg 1999,
Balent and Norment 2003, Herkert et al. 2003, Perkins et al.
2003), we were confident we would find that nesting success
decreaseswith smaller patch size and with higher percentage of
shrubs and trees in the landscape because such nests should be
exposed to a largernumber and varietyof potential nest predators
(e.g., Gates and Gysel 1978, Winter et al. 2000, Kuehl and Clark
2002). Particularly,we expected nesting success to be lowest in
small prairiesthat were situated in a wooded landscape.
Nest predation was the main cause of nest loss in our study
(Winter et al. 2004; see also Martin 1995), suggesting that
variation in nest success was caused mainly by differences in the
abundanceor activities of nest predators.The lack of a consistent
patch size and landscape effect on nesting success is consistent
with the findings of studies on nest predatorsin grasslands(Bergin
et al. 2000, Chalfoun et al. 2002b). These studies concluded that
the distributionof nest predatorsin grasslandscan be complex and
difficult to use for management guidelines.
To our knowledge, only 3 studies have investigatedthe effect of
multiple spatial scales on grasslandbird nesting success (Howard
et al. 2001, Davis 2003, Winter et al. 2005b); none of these studies
found a consistent effect of a specific habitat scale on nesting
success. Howard et al. (2001) did not find any effect of distance
from edge, patch size, or landscapeon nesting successin Colorado
shortgrassprairie;but sample size was small (n = 50 nests), and
nests were pooled among 5 different species. In the mixed-grass
prairie of southern Saskatchewan,Davis (2003) investigated the
influence of plot vegetation, distance to edge, and patch size on
nesting success of 6 grassland passerines. Similar to our study,
patch size also had a minor effect on grassland passerines,
potentiallydue to the lack of woody edges (Davis 2003). Winter et
al. (2005b) found that nesting successofLe Conte's sparrowin the
northern tallgrass prairie was highly variable among years and
regions. None of the investigatedvariables(vegetation,distanceto
edge, patch size, and landscapestructure)had a clear effect on the
species' nesting success;however, sample size was small (n = 50).
Comparison of Factors Influencing Density
and Nesting Success
Bird density and nesting success were influenced by completely
different factors. It is therefore not possible to use factors that
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influencebird density to predict nesting success.Few other studies
have investigated both density and nesting success and have
compared the factors influencing these variables.Several studies
on dickcissels (Spiza americana)have documented that factors
influencing the species' density differed from those influencing
nesting success (e.g., Hughes et al. 1999, Winter and Faaborg
1999). In the Canadianmixed-grassprairie,Davis (2003) detected
an inverse relationship between density and nesting success of
Sprague'spipits (Anthusspragueii),whereas density and nesting
success of 5 other passerines were not correlated. In desert
shrublands, abundance of black-throated sparrows (Amphispiza
bilineata) did not accuratelyreflect rates of the species' nesting
success(Pidgeon et al. 2003). For forest-nestingbirds, Fauth et al.
(2000) demonstratedthat density is not a useful index of nesting
success. The authors concluded, "The potential for developing
conservationstrategies... will be limited without labor-intensive,
direct measurementsof demographicparameters."In theory, we
agree with this statement. However, the fact that we could not
demonstrate any factor that clearly affected nesting success
(despite the large number of nests) suggests to us that in our
study system, the value of informationobtained from nesting data
may not justify the tremendous effort necessaryto collect those
data. This is not to say that nesting data are not of importancein
other areas,and for other researchquestions.
In summary,our study clearlyindicates the need for replication
at a large scale (metareplication,Johnson 2002) because the
direction and magnitude of the response of bird density and
nesting success to patch size and landscape composition varied
among years, regions, and species. In a recent review of studies
that investigatethe effect of habitatfragmentationon nest success,
Stephens et al. (2004) also emphasized the need for large-scale
studies. The high variability in our study system suggests that
extrapolationfrom small-scale studies should-at best-be done
with caution when developing managementguidelines. However,
we do not recommend that small-scale studies be abandoned.
Most advanceddegree students will lack the financial support or
time to conduct large-scale, long-term studies. We make 4
suggestions to improve the usefulness of short-term studies: 1)
replicationof existing studies to test if similarresults are obtained
in different regions and years (Johnson 2002); 2) inclusion of
several small-scale studies within a large-scale study, 3) investigation of topics that are likely to have relativelylow annual and
regionalvariation;and 4) use of existing data to analyzelarge-scale
questions, such as data from the Breeding Bird Survey (http://
www.pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs/).

varyamong regions, dependingon 1) the qualityof the core prairie
itself, 2) the amount of forest in the surroundinglandscape,and 3)
the local predatorcommunity (Chalfoun et al. 2002a,b).
Certainly,largerprairiepatches will alwaysbe better than small
patches because 1) they preservea largernumberof individualsof
a given species (Horn et al. 2001, Johnson 2001), 2) large prairie
patches might support a less variable and thus less extinctionsusceptiblelocal bird community (Boulinier et al. 1998), and 3)
some nonpasserine bird species-such as the greater prairie
chicken (Tympanuchustympanuchus)-require large continuous
prairie patches (e.g., Niemuth 2000, M. Winter et al., State
University of New York, unpublished data). However, we are
concerned that the focus on large prairie patches might neglect
small patches that are also worth preservingbecause 1) several
small habitatpatches surroundedby treelesslandscapemight offer
similarconservationvalue for some grasslandpasserinesas a single
large prairie(see also Davis 2004); 2) even if smallerpatcheswere
of lower quality than large patches, such patches might be
important as prime breeding habitat for subordinate first-year
breeders(as shown for the collaredflycatchers,Ficedulaalbicollies,
by Doligez et al. 2004); 3) some small prairie patches might
harborrare species other than birds-such as the western prairie
fringed orchid (Platantherapraeclara;Hof et al. 1999); and 4)
small patches are less expensive to acquireand easier to manage,
and are thereforemore likely to be protectedby local conservation
agencies and landowners. This recommendation excludes small
patches that are surroundedby forest and shrublandbecausesuch
patches might be population sinks for grasslandbirds due to high
rates of nest predation(e.g., Winter and Faaborg1999, Perkinset
al. 2003).
Our observationof high interannualand interregionalvariation
in bird density indicatesthat managersshould not rely too heavily
on specific numbers and guidelines. When management recommendationsare based on short-term,small-scalestudies, they may
not be appropriatefor a particulargrasslandpatch. We strongly
believe that once an area is chosen for the conservation of
grassland birds, management will be most effective if decision
rules are refined to the specific needs of the grasslandpatch. Such
refinementrequiresthe integrationof managementguidelinesthat
are derivedfrom previousstudies with knowledge that is obtained
from personalexperience.Such refined decision rules can then be
further adjusted to local needs based on the results of previous
management action, as it is customary in adaptive resource
management(e.g., Nichols et al. 1995, Aldridge et al. 2004).

Management Implications
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Our studyindicatesthat conservationactionsin treelesslandscapes
need to focus on local habitat structureand landscape composition. Patch size, and thus the size of a core areain a BCA, might
not be as relevant to grasslandpasserinesas previouslyproposed,
when prairiepatches are located in treelesslandscapes.Large core
areas are likely to be more important in regions where grassland
patches are smallerin size and where the surroundinglandscapeis
covered by a higher percentage of shrubs and trees, such as the
northeastern United States (Balent and Norment 2003). We
expect that the specificrequirementsfor the size of a core areawill
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Appendix 1. Studyplots in northwester Minnesota(Crookstonand Glyndon)
and southeaster NorthDakota(Sheyenne),USA,1998-2001. Foreach study
plot the followingvariablesare shown: size of the study plot, size of the
contiguousgrasslandpatch, and the percentageof shrubsand trees withina
200-m buffer(Land).Studyplotsare orderedby patchsize. Prairienameswere
invented if names of prairiepatches were not available (*). Nonnative
grasslands are indicated by a superscriptN, and prairieson which we
annuallysearchedfornests are indicatedby a superscriptS. Sheyenneprairies
were native,but intermixedwithnon-nativeplants.
Region

Prairie

Sheyenne

Patch (ha)

Land

2.6
3.4
8.3
8.8
7.6

6.2
8.6
13.9
15.2
19.4

34.5
0.0
33.8
28.7
4.4

Dugdale N.S
ChicogSH N,S
ChicogLH N

6.8
3.4
11.8

19.7
26.4
42.5

2.5
30.8
13.9

Foxboros
Bumhams
PankratzNS
PankratzLHs
PankratzSs
Tympanuchuss
PembinaTrailN
BuffaloSH
Private*s
Ulens
SpringCreeks
Sagebraaten
Refuges
Zimmerman
N
Flickertail
Eide
FuglieN
Rice-Elliott
Hoykenss
Margherta
Bicentennials
BlazingStar
BluestemLHs
BluestemLNs
s
BuffaloLH
Surprise*
Shrike*s
Pileated*s
Camp*s
Eagle*s
Hammock*
Highway*s
Savannah*s
SouthEast*
Plum*s
North*S

5.7
12.5
16.0
20.6
15.1
16.6
15.1
2.9
4.0
5.5
8.4
2.8
9.0
7.7
12.3
2.3
17.6
16.1
5.8
12.0
16.1
16.2
14.7
15.5
16.4
1.3
1.7
7.4
9.3
15.2
12.9
18.1
13.8
14.1
17.1
17.3

Crookston MentorNW
Shypokes
Tildens
MentorSES
MentorSNS

Glyndon

Study plot (ha)

61.0
104.9
109.7
234.1
234.1
436.8
498.1
4.6
8.0
10.6
13.2
13.3
15.7
28.0
29.4
30.9
42.6
143.0
154.4
155.6
427.4
427.4
1245.6
1245.6
1245.6
2.4
4.8
11.3
14.9
61.3
220.1
283.4
326.9
418.8
705.5
826.5

5.5
4.0
0.0
14.9
0.1
1.7
1.9
49.2
21.0
17.6
0.0
1.9
0.8
6.1
17.2
5.0
13.9
0.0
4.0
1.5
3.3
0.0
29.4
3.7
19.3
39.7
44.0
55.9
38.2
19.5
17.6
4.2
6.4
0.3
0.1
0.0

Appendix 2. Model-averagedresults of the finalmodel (fromTable 2) that
describes the influenceof vegetation variables(vegetationheight [Height],
and litterdepth),
percentwoody cover in a Daubenmireframe[WoodCover],
patchsize (Size),and percentageshrubsand trees withina 200-m bufferzone
(Land)on density of 3 grassland-nestingspecies of the northemtallgrass
prairie,1998-2001.
Species

Effect

Year Region Estimate

LCI

UCI

28.457
Clay-colored Intercept
--0.008
Sparrow
(Height)2
3.074
WoodCover
Year
199E3
-0.429
1999)
3.899
-4.914
200C)
Crookston 1.987
Region
Glyndon 30.540
Crookston 0.080
Size x region
Glyndon 0.043
Size x year 199E3
-0.003
-0.041
1999)
200C)
-0.028
-0.057
2001
Crookston 1.802
Landx region
Glyndon 1.094
-0.723
Landx year 199E3
199?)
1.053
200C)
0.105
2001
0.252
Size x land
0.000

-19.820 76.734
-0.012 -0.003
1.658 4.491
-20.158 19.301
-13.101 20.898
-19.264 9.435
-49.581 53.554
-19.161 80.241
-0.035 0.194
-0.048 0.134
-0.093 0.087
-0.129 0.046
-0.116 0.059
---0.145 0.030
0.226 3.379
-0.420 2.608
-2.202 0.756
-0.241 2.347
-1.259 1.468
-1.084 1.588
-0.001 0.002

50.958
-0.267
Crookston105.774
Glyndon 66.449
Crookston 0.049
Glyndon -0.023
Sheyenne 0.117
Crookston -2.465
Glyndon -2.310
Sheyenne -1.070
0.000

-30.201 132.118
-0.478 -0.055
17.127194.422
-19.112 152.010
-0.086 0.183
-0.070 0.025
-0.031 0.264
-4.064 -0.866
-3.711 -0.909
-3.156 1.017
-0.002 0.003

36.714
0.190
0.761
1.780
0.033
Size x region
-0.020
-0.067
0.044
Size x year 1998
1999
0.015
0.001
2000
Landx region
Crookston -0.757
Glyndon -1.016
Sheyenne --1.057
Landx year 1998
-0.865
-0.127
1999
-0.320
2000
Size x land
0.000

10.888 62.540
-0.368 0.749
0.225 1.298
0.988 2.573
-0.038 0.103
-0.059 0.019
-0.127 -0.007
0.007 0.081
-0.018 0.047
-0.028 0.030
-1.615 0.102
---1.843 -0.189
-2.007 -0.108
-1.613 -0.117
-0.693 0.440
-0.792 0.152
-0.001 0.001

Savannah
Sparrow

Intercept
(Litterdepth)2
Region
Size x region
Landx region
Size x land

Bobolink

Intercept
Heightx region

Crookston
Glyndon
Sheyenne
Crookston
Giyndon
Sheyenne

Abbreviations:LCI,lower confidence limit;UCI,upper confidence limit.

Winteret al. * Effectsof Patch Size and Landscape.
[2006]
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Appendix 3. Model-averagedresultswith lowerconfidencelimits(LCI)and
upperconfidencelimits(UCI)of the finalmodel (fromTable4) that describes
the influenceof vegetationvariables,birddensity,climate,distance to trees
(Distance),patchsize (Size),and percentageshrubsand trees withina 200-m
bufferzone (Land)on nestingsuccess of 3 grassland-nestingspecies of the
northerntallgrassprairie,1998-2001.
Species
Clay-coloredsparrow

Savannahsparrow

Bobolink

172
172
[2006]

Effect

Estimate

LCI

UCI

Intercept
Density
Nest cover x date
Distance
Size
Land
Size x land

2.067
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.009
0.000

1.483
0.000
0.000
-0.001
-0.001
-0.022
0.000

2.650
0.011
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.003
0.000

Intercept
Density
Size
Land
Size x land

2.837
0.001
0.000
-0.004
0.000

2.089
-0.003
-0.001
-0.029
0.000

3.585
0.005
0.000
0.021
0.000

Intercept
Densityx climate
Distancex region:
Crookston
Glyndon
Sheyenne
Size
Land
Size x land

2.844
0.000
-0.001
0.000
-0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000

2.153 3.536
-0.002 0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.004
-0.001
-0.027
0.000

0.001
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.027
0.000
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